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 03 anAiron: I think so. I'm just not sure how to change the default you have a symlink in /usr/share/xsane to your binary and
your binary is pointing to the name of the program. if you just go to xsane and hit edit profiles (or similar) you should be able to
find the scanner and change it's default have you tried that johncarl? does anyone know of any software that can be used to read
and modify the touch screen on a dell laptop? someone told me to try xinput, but that gives me the impression that it's just for

xserver. what should i try? anAiron: I tried to change the path to the name of the program and it says no default profile found. I
also tried to open up the program and change that and it says there are no scanners. I am also getting a pop up that says "The
application 'xsane' received an X Window System error. The error was 'BadWindow (invalid Window parameter)' (requested

position 0x0 failed with error code 3) when I try to open it anAiron: could you try to use to see if your scanner is supported? you
just need to find the config file and change the name, so that you don't run the binary by default, but the symlink you can find
the config file by going to xsane and looking for it Hello, I have a folder with a bunch of files inside it, and I want to create a
folder that just contains files from the folder, without it containing the files of the original folder. Can I do that? flametai1: I

guess not. bekks: Hm... And I can't make a folder of the contents of the original folder either? flametai1: It's a directory, not a
folder. hello bekks: Ah, ok, 82157476af
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